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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, my name is Amy Hollander of the National Renewable Energy Lab known as NREL in Golden Colorado. Today’s webinar is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, and broadcast from NREL’s new, state-of-the-art NET ZERO Energy Research Support Facility in Golden, Colorado.Thank you for joining today’s Weatherization Innovation Pilot Program webinar on Financing Residential Energy Efficiency with Carbon Offsets.We are going to give participants a few more minutes to call in and log on, so while we wait I’ll go over some logistics, and then we’ll delve into today’s topic.  First of all today’s slides will be available by email to all Weatherization Innovation grantees. For others tuning in, today’s presentation with voice recording will be posted online at DOE’s Weatherization Innovation Pilot Program’s website in about 10 business days.If you have questions during the presentation, please go to the Questions Pane in the box show in the upper right corner of your screen. There, you can type in any question you may have during the course of the Webinar. We will then strive to address your question during the Question and Answer segment at the end of today’s presentation.And with that, I’d like to introduce today’s speaker.
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• Steve Erario served as the Carbon Project Coordinator at 
MaineHousing, which houses the state of Maine’s 
weatherization program.  In that role, he helped develop 
the certified carbon offsets project from 2010 to 2012.  
Ultimately Steve managed the sale of carbon offsets to 
Chevrolet Motors, and the revenue from the sales are 
currently being used to weatherize low-income homes in 
Maine.  

  
• Prior to MaineHousing, Steve helped create a sustainability 

nonprofit, Sustain Mid-Maine, and consulted 
internationally on greenhouse gas, watershed quality, and 
natural resource management issues.   
 

• Steve holds a B.A. in Environmental Policy from Colby 
College and he has certifications from the Greenhouse Gas 
Management Institute, the Building Performance Institute, 
and the Environmental Change Management Institute.   
 

• He was awarded the Colby College Philanthropist of the 
Year award, he is a Morris K. Udall Scholar, and he was a 
Clean Air-Cool Planet Climate fellow.  Steve is currently a 
Senior Fellow at the Environmental Leadership Program 
and serves on the board of the Udall Scholar Alumni 
Association. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steve Erario served as the Carbon Project Coordinator at MaineHousing which houses the state of Main’s weatherization program.  In that role, he helped develop the certified carbon offsets project from 2010 to 2012.  Steve managed the sale of carbon offsets to Chevrolet Motors, and the revenues from the sales are currently being used to weatherize low-income homes in Maine.Steve holds a B.A. in Environmental Policy from Colby College and certifications from the Greenhouse Gas Management Institute, the Building Performance Institute, and the Environmental Change Management Institute.  He is a former Colby College Philanthropist of the Year, a Morris K. Udall Scholar, and a Clean Air-Cool Planet Climate Fellow.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steve recently changed employment and now works as an Energy Programs Associate at Alarm.com where he is working to provide interactive solutions to governments, utilities, and others seeking to manage energy use.  With that, let us start the webinar on Carbon Offsets for Residential Energy Upgrades with Steve Erario.
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Overview 

• MaineHousing  
• Carbon Financing Model 
• 8 Phases of Residential Offset Development 
• Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Amy for the kind introduction.  I would also like to thank NREL for a chance to speak on this topic today.When at MaineHousing, we had over 100 organizations from all over the world and the U.S. – who were interesting in replicating our carbon offsets project.  Residential offset is the term used to describe the specific type of carbon offsets we sold at MaineHousing, and that presumably your organization might be interested in selling as well. So this has become a very popular new topic that I’m glad we can speak about today.I will break up the presentation into a few parts. . .I’ll speak about the 5 year MaineHousing pilot project timeline that helped develop a new energy efficiency financing vehicleI’ll review the life cycle of how carbon financing and weatherization financing work together And I’ll go over the 8 phases of Residential Offset Development – from the feasibility study through project development through sales and marketing.  At the end of the presentation we can answer any questions the audience has typed in the box, as Amy mentioned.Quick disclaimer -- The information presented today does not constitute or substitute for financial, technical, legal, or other professional advice. The Maine State Housing Authority, nor any contributing authors or speakers can be held liable for inaccuracies contained herein. Professional advice should be sought from expert consultants prior to engagement in carbon offset activities. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First I want to give a little background on the Maine State Housing Authority, which is abbreviated MaineHousing.  While at MaineHousing I was lead author of the Financing Residential Energy Efficiency with Carbon Offsets handbook which I’ll refer to as “the handbook” from here-on.  I want to thank MaineHousing for allowing me to present on today’s topic so I can share some of the lessons learned from our 5 year pilot project.
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MaineHousing 

• Maine agency that administers Weatherization 
Assistance Program (WAP) funding 
 

• Existing need for low-income weatherization 
funding was greater than funding availability 
 

• Began focusing on carbon offsets as an additional 
financing stream in 2008 
 

• Secured investment from Chevrolet in 2012, 
proving the concept 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaineHousing administers weatherization related funding for the Weatherization Assistance Program or “WAP”.  Their funding levels under ARRA were close to $20 million per year, allowing the agency to weatherize 2-3000 homes annually.  Before that, using regular WAP funding, MaineHousing weatherized a few hundred homes per year.The need for low-income weatherization funding in Maine was always greater than funding availability.  Maine is cold, homes are old and leaky, and ¾ of population uses fuel oil for heating.  The State of Maine government estimated in 2008 that roughly 10% of the average Maine family budget was being spent on heating the home.MaineHousing began focusing on carbon offsets as an additional weatherization financing stream in 2008.  The idea was to hopefully overcome barriers to weatherization implementation and extend the federal DOE funding we received.
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MaineHousing Goals 

• Develop Methodology 
 
 

• Pilot Project – Develop and Sell Carbon Offsets 
 
 

• Share Lessons Learned 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main driver for MaineHousing was to find non-taxpayer money to subsidize and create a more sustainable, longer-term funding stream for weatherization projects.  We had three goalsFirst, we needed to create a methodology that allowed for us to quantify the number of carbon offsets we could sell.Second, we knew we wanted to test this methodology to create carbon offsets, and then to see if we could actually find a buyer for these offsets on the market. Third, we knew we wanted to share lessons learned.  How could other organizations determine if a project would be financially attractive or not? How could they reduce the amount of time needed to develop and sell carbon offsets?
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MaineHousing Funders and Partners 

Source: MaineHousing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows an overview of the five year pilot project at MaineHousing and describes who helped to financially and intellectually support the project.  Some important take-aways are:MaineHousing worked for three years from 2008 through 2010 to develop a methodology.  You can use the publicly available methodology we created and save three years of time!  During the methodology development we explored this concept with the partners on the left side of the page.  The right side of this slide shows the actual carbon offset project funders and partners that came together primarily in 2011 to quantify and sell carbon offsets.The funders were the U.S. DOE – (The primary requirement of that grant was to develop publicly available methodology, test the concept and share lessons learned.)Chevrolet – The buyer of the carbon offsets were negotiated through Chevrolet’s broker, the “Bonneville Environmental Foundation” or BEF.  Chevrolet’s motivation was to invested in our project through the purchase of carbon offsets.The partners in the project were:BEF – Is the broker who is helping to administer Chevrolet’s $40M investment in carbon offsets.  This is the critical piece for any agency trying to sell offsets.  You must be linked in with a buyer, and brokers are an extension of a buyer.“Climate Focus” They advised MainHousing on our project, especially for technical issues.  It is very important to have technical, legal, strategic, and carbon market expertise on a project. “First Environment” – Was the independent third-party auditor who ensured that our project actually achieved savings.  Successful offsets sellers will need to hire a third party auditor like “First Environment” (there are about 20 such organizations approved by the VCS).“Lee International” – Were consultants to our project, especially for strategic, legal, and market related issues.“Verified Carbon Standard” – Is the authority that serves as a home for the methodology and puts the rules in place for the carbon accounting process (a key partner for anyone developing carbon offset projects).
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Contributing Organizations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to talk a little about the contributing organizations that made the project a success.  Two organizations were critically important to the 5 year pilot project in Maine, and they still consult on the project.Climate FocusLee International – were the primary carbon consulting firmsThe 3 organizations on left hand side of screen were brought on in 2012 to help complete the Handbook and Financial CalculatorClean Energy Solutions or (CESI)StantecAnd Conservation Services Group or (CSG) were all instrumental in pulling together the guide and calculator.  All 3 are consulting organizations, CESI focused on creating sustainable wx financing (including carbon), CSG focused on EE program implementation.  Stantec is a large engineering and carbon consulting firm out of Canada.  There seems to be momentum among this group in advising or implementing residential offset projects.Additional organizations active in supporting and implementing the project are:NREL NASCSP, (the National Association of State Community Service Providers), is working to aggregate residential offsets from a wide range of agencies and they are using the partner model to keep costs down.LEAP in Virginia is developing a residential offset projectThere are likely others not mentioned here and I apologize for leaving anyone out.  
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Handbook and Financial Calculator  

Available for download at:  www.mainehousing.org/carbon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That was a quick run-through of the 5 year project at MaineHousing.  You’ll remember that one of MaineHousing’s goals was to share lessons learned.  In December 2012 the agency published a handbook, the cover of which is shown at left, and a financial calculator, shown on the right, to help other agencies reduce the time and cost of project development.  These resources are available cost free at the MaineHousing website.  Much of what I am going to be speaking about today includes highlights from these materials, I encourage you to download these guides for more detail.

http://www.mainehousing.org/carbon


Carbon Financing Model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve spoken a little bit about why MaineHousing wanted to undertake this project, and who the partners were, let’s look at the financing model that MaineHousing helped to create. This of course is the core building block of the project.But first let’s look at carbon offsets and carbon markets before moving to the carbon financing model.
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Carbon Offsets Defined 

Definition:  A reduction in emissions of carbon dioxide or greenhouse 
gases made in order to compensate for or to offset an emission made 
elsewhere. 

In this presentation, carbon offsets are also called “residential offsets”. 

Source: MaineHousing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, what are carbon offsets?  One carbon offset is 1 ton of carbon dioxide reduction that is saved to counterbalance an emission made elsewhere.  Or as the definition here states:  A reduction in emissions of carbon dioxide or greenhouse gasses made in order to compensate for, or to offset, an emission made elsewhere.  So, for example, on the left in this picture, an entity is burning fossil fuels for transportation or energy and creating carbon emissions.  These emitters can invest in projects on the right like planting trees or weatherizing homes to reduce their impact on the environment.In this presentation we call carbon offsets which are created from weatherizing homes under the Verified Carbon Standard or “VCS”,  “residential offsets”.So the next question then is, who wants to buy carbon offsets and how much do they want to buy?
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Voluntary Carbon Market Transaction Value 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The dominant buyers on voluntary carbon markets are organizations that want to be more “green” and to be able to publicize that they have reduced their environmental impact and invested in local economies.This is a graph of the transaction value of voluntary carbon market.  You can see that, in general, the trend has been upward since 2005 when the market barely existed, to about ½ a billion in 2011.  America is the place where the majority of transactions in the voluntary market take place.One thing to note is that there are two kinds of carbon markets.  One type is voluntary carbon markets, which is represented on this screen.The other type of carbon market is compliance carbon markets, such as the European Emission Trading System.  These compliance markets are many many times bigger than the VCM, roughly hundreds of billions of dollars in value.  At the current moment, residential offsets can be sold only in voluntary markets.
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Verified Carbon Standard 

• VCS is a greenhouse gas (GHG) program that 
provides a framework for measuring GHG 
reductions or removals 

 
• Sets rules for and approves: 

– General carbon accounting 
– Methodologies 
– Third-party auditors 

 

• Does not typically get involved in: 
– Detailed technical reviews of specific projects 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The VCS operates as a Greenhouse Gas program, providing the framework for the creation of sector-specific methodologies.  This allows for innovation in the carbon markets.  For example, VCS has a number of different ways to quantify carbon offsets from trees and forestry, to transportation and weatherization.  VCS acts as an overall standard-setting body, making sure the carbon accounting standard is increasingly robust.  VCS has a process by which they approve third-party auditors, who do most of the leg work and are the ones that do detailed technical reviews of projects.
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Validated VCS Methodology 

VM0008, The Methodology for Weatherization of Single Family and Multi-
Family Dwellings, is available for download from www.v-c-s.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is VM8:  The approved standard methodology for the Weatherization of single family and multi-family buildings.  MaineHousing spent three years developing this as the VCS approved methodology which you can use as the basis of developing your project.  Thankfully you don’t need to duplicate those three years, and instead you can obtain this from the VCS website.  (As Amy stated earlier she will have the slides available to you after the webinar.)

http://www.v-c-s.org/
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Financing Model 

Source: MaineHousing 

Source: MaineHousing 

Source: NREL 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steps to carbon offset financingCapital investment made by homeowner, lender, government, and so on to upgrade a building.  Carbon offset financing help to overcome barriers to weatherization project development.Dwellings are weatherizedWeatherized dwellings generate energy savings.  A significant amount of data needs to be collected in order to sufficiently prove energy savings.The savings data needs to be quantified and examined by an independent third party. (This is a combination of checking data, developing calculations and resolving legal issues.) A buyer is located who is willing to buy verified carbon offsets.Revenue from the sale of carbon offsets is reinvested in the capital investment phase of weatherization.Given current market conditions for the value of carbon offsets and the cost of weatherization activities, one calculation we performed showed the net present value of carbon offsets would cover 10% of the initial upfront cost of the Weatherization activity.  So if $5000 is invested in a weatherization project, the net present value of future residential offset cash flows would be roughly $500.  Efficiencies could likely raise that amount but it is helpful to know that carbon offsets will not typically pay for the full cost of weatherization activities, and that energy savings will be more significant in value than in carbon offset revenues.



8 Phases to Residential Offset 
Project Development  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process that MaineHousing ended up following was grouped into 8 different phases.
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8 Phases of Project Development 

Source: MaineHousing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The handbook outlines the 8 phase process used by MaineHousing, and it focuses primarily on the incremental activities related to residential offset creation and sale.The first four phases generally need to be completed once every 10 years.  Once in place, the first four phases do not typically need to be revisited until 10 years later.The phases do not always unfold in a linear way.  For example, it often makes sense to begin Phase 7 – Issuance and Sales, early on near Phase 1 to help identify a buyer and reduce project risk as soon as possible.Phases 1 and 2 relate to the “setup” of the project and ask, “Should we implement the project, and if so how will we finance it?”.Phases 3 and 4 relate to the first implementation component of the project.  The project description spells out how the carbon offsets will be quantified, and if the validation process has a third party to approve of the plan.  Generally phase 3 & 4 should renew during a 10 year cycle.Phase 5 and 6 relate to the actual quantification of carbon offsets.  This involves collecting all the data and quantifying offsets as agreed upon in the project description.  The verification process dives in and looks at how many residential offsets are created.  The frequency can vary based on how often an organization wants to sell carbon offsets, but typically this will occur annually.Phase 7 and 8 relate to the sale of carbon offsets and the outward-facing communication relating to a sale.  This addresses the questions: “How can the most money be secured for offsets?”  and “How can an organization and its buyers make statements that achieve the desired public relations goals?”.
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Project Timelines: 1 to 3 Years 

Source: MaineHousing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall the time from project initiation to completing the first carbon sale is anywhere from approximately one year to three years.  There are two scenarios:Organization with a very rigorous online data collection and monitoring system, very few legal issues (e.g. reducing emissions from natural gas in a state where natural gas carbon emissions are not capped), with clear ownership, a willing buyer, previous experience with M&V processes,  - 1 year or lessOrganization with manual data collection process, ownership issues (e.g. homeowners may not have signed over emission reductions), lack of sufficient resources to dedicate to the project – 2 years or moreNREL PIX # 15395NREL PIX # 18484
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Phase 1 – Feasibility – Allowable WAP Activity  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, Back to the 8 phases of Project Development.  For Phase 1 & 2, There are a number of make-or-break criteria that your organization must confirm to in order to be eligible for carbon offset creation.(Steve - Read through all of the above. )Additional comments –For electricity savings, and perhaps for fuel savings in some regions, there may be cap and trade regulations which mean that carbon offsets can’t be created.  For example, in Maine, electricity utility emissions are subject to cap and trade regulations.  Even though MaineHousing was upgrading refrigerators and lighting in homes, we could not claim the emission reductions from those measures because they were being accounted for by utilities, so we focused on bulk-fuel savings.Fuel switching – can’t account for ER benefits from less carbon intensive fuel use, but if you switch from oil to natural gas you can, still account for benefits from weatherization activities on a home.
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Source: MaineHousing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps the most important question that weatherization agencies ask is what the financial impact of a project will be -- Will my agency make money on a project investment?The simple answer is, it depends.  The revenues can vary widely based on things like the price per carbon offset secured.  The costs can vary widely based on things like how much additional work needs to be done to collect sufficient data, and what the scale of the project will be.  One thing that is important to know is that, once a home is weatherized, it can generate carbon offsets for the duration of the energy savings from the home, up to 30 years.  The handbook recommends calculating costs and revenues on a 10 year time horizon to be conservative.  This graph uses a 10 year outlook in three price point examples:  low, middle and high.Costs are a combination of upfront investment and recurring costs.  The costs for this project are assumed to be $120,000 upfront setup costs with annual recurring costs of $25,000—mostly related to project upkeep and verification, with no partners, meaning that one agency takes on all of the costs of developing a project and does not share in the costs with other organizations.  You will note that this does NOT include the costs of weatherization activities!  This only includes the incremental costs needed to monetize the carbon offsets.The revenues for this project are a function of the number of carbon offsets sold and the price per offset.  The number of offsets sold in this scenario is equal to 1000 dwellings per year times an average of two offsets per home.  So, for the first year there are 1000x2=2000 offsets, for the second year there are 2000x2=4000 offsets, and so on.  The price per offset is varied under three scenarios and is assumed to be $2, $15, and $30.  The resulting cumulative (not annual) profit in these three scenarios is shown on the graph in the slide.  The orange line shows that the project never breaks even at $2 per ton.  The Green line shows that at $15 per ton the project breaks even at about year 3, and nets $1.5M over 10 years.  And the blue line shows that at $30 per ton the project is cash positive in year two and nets $3.5M over the project lifetime.
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Phase 1 & 2 - Key Profitability Determinants 

• Whether an organization 
decides they can generate 
profits from carbon offset 
sales depends on a number 
of factors: 
o Is there sufficient scale (or 

can the organization partner 
to achieve sufficient scale?) 

o What price can be secured 
for carbon offsets? 

o Are there financial benefits 
that might arise aside from 
the actual sale of carbon 
offsets? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organizations should use the online financial calculator to explore sensitivities in revenues or costs, but note that the financial calculator was not made to specifically inform investment decisions.
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Phase 1 & 2 – Feasibility and Financing Other Benefits 

• Proof of Positive Program Impacts  
o Third-party verification of weatherization program energy savings 
o Can be streamlined with other measurement and verification (M&V) requirements to reduce 

incremental costs 
o Highlight other weatherization benefits such as job creation, cost savings, and occupant 

comfort 
 

• Improvement in Program Management  
o Tracking of weatherization process and its outcomes 
o Framework and financial incentive to enhance program management oversight  

 
• Organizational Capabilities and Branding  

o Demonstrate:  
– ability to attract non-traditional long-term funding sources 
– capacity to plan and execute advanced projects 
– organizational support of energy efficiency, climate change mitigation, job creation, and 

local economic growth 
o Attract non-carbon financing from internal or external sources 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the other things to consider when weighing the pros and cons of a carbon offset projectProof of Positive Program Impacts Third-party verification of weatherization program energy savingsCan be streamlined with other M&V requirements to reduce incremental costsHighlight other weatherization benefits such as job creation, cost savings, and occupant comfort. Improvement in Program Management Tracking of weatherization process and its outcomesFramework and financial incentive to enhance program management oversight Organizational Capabilities and Branding demonstrate: ability to attract non- traditional long-term funding sourcescapacity to plan and execute advanced projects;organizational support of energy efficiency, climate change mitigation, job creation, and local economic growth. attract non-carbon financing from internal or external sources. 
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Phase 3 & 4 – Project Description & Validation 

• Similar to writing and securing third-
party approval for a weatherization 
program energy efficiency savings 
M&V plan 
 

• Based on weatherization activities 
that will occur in the future 
o Include projections of various data   
o Expected savings per home 
o Expected number of completed 

weatherization units per year 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we are on to Phase 3 & 4:  Project Description and ValidationIf a project is determined to be financially feasible, the next step is to put together a plan for quantifying data and have a qualified independent third party approve the plan.Required energy savings data information is going to vary significantly between organizations. To my knowledge there is no way to base calculations off of national averages, and the data has to be very dwelling specific.  Data points that you should include are:Energy billing data pre and postEnergy audit informationHome occupancyWeather HDD and CDDEligibility data – income eligibilityOwnership of emissions reductions –include in your utility release forms for clients.For examples of required data, see MaineHousing’s documentation, accessible through links in the Handbook.
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Phase 3 – Project Description 

• A description of the weatherization program and project activity 
boundaries 
 

• A description of the features that will be shared by each of the 
weatherized units and the features that limit the scenario in which 
the activity actually happens, e.g. location, level of efficiency, and 
range of technologies 
 

• A detailed overview including baseline selection and justification, 
demonstration of additionality, and eligibility criteria to be used to 
assess new instances being added to a program 
  

• A detailed description of how the information will be documented, 
maintained, secured, and managed to reduce errors, corruption, 
and omissions of data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide demonstrates a checklist of what is necessary for project validation:READ SLIDE
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Phase 3 – Project Description, Continued 

• An estimate of annual residential offset volume over the 
crediting period (10 years) 
  

• Disclosure of assumptions 
 

• A detailed monitoring plan, including sampling methodology; 
and  
 

• A framework describing the duties and responsibilities of the 
Project Proponent and Project Administrator for each project 
unit, including contractors (e.g. energy auditors and 
construction crews).  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide continues the checklist of needed items for project description and Validation.READ SLIDE
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Phase 4 –Validation Documentation 

February 2012 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the end, you’ll need two documents before moving forward from phase 3 and 4.The document at top left is MaineHousing’s Project Description - ~60 pages long, lots of details about how emission reductions are measured.  Hundreds of pages of background documentation and data also exchanged with the auditor at this stage, including docuemntation about how databases work.The document at bottom left is the third-party “validation” of the Project Description, from the auditor, in this case first environment.  ~15 pages, summarizes findings.Key statement from auditor I want to call out – “reasonably assured that the Project meets all relevant VCS Version 3 requirements and correctly appleis the approved VCS methodology VM0008.Great, now we can go ahead and quantify the actual number of offsets we can sell.
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Phase 5 & 6 – Monitoring & Verification 

• Similar to gathering data and 
gaining third-party approval for 
energy efficiency savings and 
M&V calculations 

• Based on weatherization 
activities that have previously 
occurred 

• Based on actual data that has 
already been collected 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we can move onto Phase 5 & 6:  Monitoring and Verification.This phase is similar to gathering data and gaining third party approval for energy efficiency savings and Measurement & Verification calculations.Data will be based on your previous weatherization activities and it can come from your program databases and paper files.  Everything from verification of income eligible status, to baseline energy use, to post-retrofit energy use will be considered.
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Phase 5– Monitoring Report 

• Basic information about the project, including sectoral scope, 
boundaries, start date, monitoring period, and project location 
 
• A description of the qualitative progress on project implementation, 
including whether activities have been implemented as planned in the 
Project Description 
 
• A detailed description of how the data was managed to reduce errors 
and omissions 
 
• A description of the parameters monitored and the monitoring plan 
  
• A description of how the eligibility criteria were met for instances 
included in emission reduction calculations; and  
 
• A summary of emission reduction calculations by project unit by year  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the things what you need to include in your monitoring report for quantifying the number of carbon offsets you can sell.All of your data does not go into the monitoring report – only summaries of data – of database extracts, spreadsheets, and the items listed in this slide.  
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Phase 6 - Verification Report 

February 2012 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are examples of two documents you will need before moving  beyond stage 5 and 6.The document at top left is MaineHousing’s Monitoring ReportThe monitoring report is about 40 pages long and has the following:Details about how residential offsets are measuredSupporting data and data extractsData verificationData error check methodsReview for qualitative consistencyThe document at bottom left is the third-party auditor “verification report” of the Project Description.It is about 15 pages and summarizes key findings.EG of key callout from the verification report :“Project claims emission reductions of 7,008 metric tones of CO2e (one ton is one carbon offset)”Be reasonably assured that the project meets all relevant requirements and is consistent with the Methodology and PD.Great, now we can go forward and actually sell these carbon offsets.
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Phase 7 & 8 – Sales & Marketing 

• Voluntary carbon market, where carbon offsets are sold, is 
liquid and variable 
 

• Transactions total roughly $500 million per year 
 

• The most typical buyers are businesses looking for some 
type of public relations benefit 
 

• Types of sales approaches for weatherization programs 
o Direct sales – No middleman, requires more time and 

knowledge of markets 
o Brokered sales – Uses middleman to identify willing buyer(s) 
o Retail sales – Similar to brokered sale, except sold to more 

smaller volume buyers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we are into Phase 7 & 8:  Sales and MarketingREAD SLIDEVoluntary carbon market, where carbon offsets are sold,  is liquid and variableTransactions total roughly $500 million per yearThe most typical buyers are businesses looking for some type of public relations benefitTypes of sales approaches for weatherization programsDirect Sales – no middleman, requires more time and knowledge of marketsBrokered Sales – uses middleman to identify willing buyer(s)Retail Sales – similar to brokered sale, except sold to more smaller volume buyers
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Phase 7 – Sales 

• Contracts for the purchase of GHG offset projects are typically 
called Voluntary Emissions Reduction Purchase Agreements 
(VERPAs) 

 
• MaineHousing consultant Lee International acted as the carbon 

broker 
o Carbon brokers have contacts with interested buyers in the carbon 

offset space 
 

• MaineHousing and its consultants negotiated on price and terms 
with Bonneville Environmental Foundation (BEF), who acted as the 
broker for Chevrolet 

 
• Like most contracts, the one between MaineHousing and BEF 

specify that price and terms cannot be disclosed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is where the project partners and brokers come into the game.READ SLIDE:Contracts for the purchase of GHG offset projects are typically called Voluntary Emissions Reduction Purchase Agreements (VERPAs). MaineHousing consultant Lee International acted as the carbon brokerCarbon brokers have contacts with interested buyers in the carbon offset spaceMaineHousing and its consultants negotiated on price and terms with Bonneville Environmental Foundation (BEF), who acted as the broker for ChevroletLike most contracts, the one between MaineHousing and BEF specify that price and terms cannot be disclosed
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Phase 8 – Marketing 

• Emphasize the co-benefits of the project  
 

• Speak to the overall robustness of the VCS 
Program  
 

• Provide additional transparency regarding 
weatherization program outcomes  

 
• Engage supportive environmental non-

governmental organizations early on in the 
process  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasize the co-benefits of the project. Even when criticism is directed at technical aspects of a project, the most easily communicated outcome of a project is the tangible co-benefits of Residential Offsets, such as increased local economic activity and overall energy cost reductions. Speak to the overall robustness of the VCS Program. Depending on the audience, even when questions are directed at a specific aspect of a project, it may make sense to focus on the independence and strengths of the VCS Program. Any project created under VM0008 must undergo third-party certification by an accredited auditor. Furthermore, VM0008 went through a stringent approval process, and it is updated periodically to reflect changes in the rules and standards that form the basis of the VCS. Provide additional transparency regarding weatherization program outcomes. Although�the formal process to create Residential Offsets yields a number of reports regarding the weatherization program, PPs may find it beneficial to provide additional reporting. These reports may paraphrase�the steps taken to ensure the accuracy of data and, where appropriate, provide relevant examples. This type of approach can make it easier for media to understand the seriousness with which a PP undertook overall Residential Offset project development and carbon accounting, which can help deflect criticism�in the first place. Engage supportive ENGOs early on in the process. 
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Questions? 

Guidebook and financial calculator 
available free for download at: 
www.mainehousing.org/carbon  

Contact:  
s.erario@gmail.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STEVE:  And that ends the slide portion of the webinar.  Thanks for your attention and now Amy is going to field the questions from the audience.AMY:  Thank you Steve for that informative and interesting webinar.  We have some very good questions coming in from the audience.Can you clarify what are the benefits and drawbacks to partnering with other organizations as opposed to developing a carbon project in-house?What are examples of types of data that my organization needs to collect for selling residential offsets that they don’t currently collect?What is the most common misconception about carbon offsets for weatherization financing?What are some of the risks I should understand before developing a carbon offset project?How much outside help do I really need to hire?What kind of database reporting is needed to satisfy the third party verifiers?In regions where homes are not heated by oil, and a REGI system does not exist, then electricity could be included in the offset model, and the revenue amounts would be greater, yes?How were you able to engage Chevrolet as a willing buyer?Has this model been used outside of the United States?What created the significant bump on MTV in 2008?  Was it the economy?Are there any legislative policies on the Maine books that support this type of program?  If not, do you have thoughts on what a supportive policy would include to help this type of program in states across the nation.I’m afraid it is time to end this webinar.  Again I want to thank Steve Erario of Alarm.com for taking the time today to share his invaluable experience and information on CARBON OFFSETS that will probably open up a new funding  source to WAP and WIPP grantees.  I also want to thank Steve for laying the groundwork in this endeavor, and for all his hard work in the process.Remember the slides will be sent to all Weatherization Innovation grantees, and the slides and the audio recording will be posted on the DOE WIPP website within ten working days. Thank you for your attendance and questions today.  And…with this we will sign off…so have a great day!

http://www.mainehousing.org/carbon
mailto:s.erario@gmail.com
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